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Little sis programs
at UCF must cease
as when they first started," Vining said.
"Having
girls a part of ·the fraternity
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
takes time away from the brotherly
StartingJune 1, fraternity little sisters contact."
will be a thjng of the past at UCF.
Vining's bill states little s_ister
The Interfraternity Council at UCF, programs:
which governs all fraternities, voted 9 to
•Divert resources of time, effort and
1 at its March 4 meeting to abolish all money, which are needed for chapter
operations and programming.
little sister groups.
The new legislation
• Distract chapter
prohibits recruitment or
members in the
of
organization. of little "It is sexist when the . performance
sisters. Fraternities women are used in a
essential duties like
found violating this rule
recruitment
and
membershipeducation.
will be required to come subservient role."
before the IFC judicial
• Invite disharmony
board, where charges will
within the chapter by
·Greg Mason
usurping the roles and
be heard.
Greek Affairs Coordinator
responsibilities of
IFC President Jeff
Palla said the legislation
initiated members.
cannot prevent existing
•Weaken the bonds
little sister$ from
·of brotherhood by
wearing their fraternity letters or adversely affecting interpersonal
referring to themselves as little sisters. _relationships within the chapter.
"IFC is not out to play Gestapo," Palla
Greek Affairs Coordinator Greg
said.
Mason said UCF is the first school in
Chris Vining, president of Pi Kappa Florida to end little sister programs.
Alpha fraternity, wrote the bill.
"Today's fraternities are not the same
see LITTLE SISTERS page 5
by Cynthia Massino
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WWHHHOOAAAA!_!
Greg Giles, a 21-year-old Michigan State student on spring break, enjoys the
weather and the UCF high dive. He was visiting a friend who attends UCF.
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Honors require.,..ents up
- graduates need a 3.2
by Sandra Pediclnl
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

A faculty senate resolution has made
graduating with honors a little tougher.
The senate passed the resolution in
January, and UCF President Steven
Altman and Provost Richard Astra
recently passed it.
The resolution changed requirements
for honors. Instead of graduating in the
top 15 percent of the class with a 3.0
GPA, students must finish in the top 10

percent with no lower than a 3.2.
Current regulations require that
students be in the top 5 percent of their
. class to graduate summa cum laude, the
top 10 percent for magna cum laude and
the top 15 percent for cum laude.
In the fall, those numbers will be
changed to the top 2.5, 5, and 10 percents,
respectively.
_ Thereso_lution would not significantly
decrease the number'ofpeople graduating

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURt:

MISS UCF CROWNING
Contestant Tina Zipszer looks on as Miss UCF 1990 Jennifer Okaty crowns Miss
UCF 1991 Victoria Lambert. See related story below.

see HONORS page 5
.

.

No more swimsuits, evening gowns in Miss UCF pageant
by Jamie carte
EDITOR IN CHIEF

•

The Miss UCF pageant
premiered Tuesday night
without the traditional swimsuit
and evening gown competitions.
According to pageant
coordinators, the categories
were changed to avoid
controversy and to direct the
focus ofthe pageant more toward
academic matters.

"The scholarship and the
development of the woman as a
personisandshouldbeourgoal,"
said Vic Collazo, associate
director of the Student Center.
In fact, he said ~warding the
scholarship money is the main
reason for having the pageant.
· Instead
of ' one-piece
swimsuits, women wore
sportswear, casual shorts outfits
specifically.
The
evening
gown

competition was changed to winners advanced to the Miss
evening wear. Traditionally · Florida pageant to compete.
Last fall,.however, the UCF
contestants wore long, formal
dresses, but 1 in the revised pageant divorced from the Miss
pageant they modeled cocktail Florida/ Miss .(\merica
dresses. Contestants could have Scholarship Pageant.
worn pantsuits, but no one did.
Collazo said the break was
Pageant coordinators were made partially because of the
able to change the two categories political upheaval on the Miss
because the UCF pageant was Florida Board in October.
"We didn't want UCF
no longer associated with the
involved in any possible
state pageant.
In years past, the Miss UCF litigations which may place our

·c ontestants in any possible
embarrassing situations," hp,
said.
Initially, campus pageant
coordinators canceled the show.
But later, they decided to have
an _independent pageant with
different categories.
Student Government senator
David Mann called the changes
a smart political move and said

see MISS UCF page5
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Scile of UCF license plates
boosts scholarship funds
income generated by the plates. The money is
then
designated for the various areas outlined by
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the memorandum.
UCF is using money from the sale of collegiate
"Originally, we invested some money to raise
license plates for scholarships.
platesales.Wehadabillboardeffortinthreeprimary
In 1986, the Florida Legislature authorized countiesandusedstuffersinlicenserenewalenvelopes
the sale of collegiate license plates to display in to interest people," McGinnis said.
·
Once people started buying and displaying the
place of a Florida plate.
Nine Florida uni- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . _ plates, the billboard
by Cindy Barth

versities are participating in the ·
program. The pur-

•

~I~ •
L~

c89.3a

FLORIDA.

chaser of the license
platemustcontributea
$25 annual use fee,
which is distributed to
the designated uni. ·UNIVERSITY Of
versity's foundation.
C h a n c e 11 o r ' s
memorandum88-05outlinesthespecificsofwhat
the funds can be used for: academic enhancement,
including scholarships, and fund-raising
activities.
Dr. D. Robert McGinnis, executive director of
the UCF Foundation, said he is pleased with
UCFs successful involvement in the program..
''We are fourth among Florida universities in
sales," he said.
McGinnis submits a report twice a year. In
each, he looks at the previous six months and the

HONORS
FROM PAGE 1
with honors, faculty senate
Chair Glenn Cunningham
said. New regulations are
expected to change numbers of
students graduating with
honors from one in seven to

N.

• .~.i~·1<_.·_c_::~
__ . ··~

advertisements were
discontinued,
McGinnis said.

According to the ·
August and March
reports, UCF used
$35,000 for scholCENTRAL FLORIDA.
arships, $35,000 for
academic enhai;icement (activities, other
than scholarships, that help support the
educational process) and $29,000 forfbnd raising.
''We have worked with Financial Aid to set up
scholarships," McGinnis said. In addition, UCF
designated money for the Alumni Trust. The
trust is raising $1.5 million for undergraduate
merit scholarships, he said.
- McGinnis said the program is working well.
Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"I'm really pleased with what we have done," he
HAVE IT YOUR WAY
said. ''We are about four times more successful
than the other universities the same size as us." Holly Redway, .a junior majoring in elementary education, serves
free burgers to dormitory residents.
.

one in 10.
"It really doesn't decrease it
all thatmuch,"he said. "There's
still going to be a relatively large
number of students receiving
honors... The · minimum
standards that are listed for
honors
are
reasonable
expectations."
Altman and Astro decided to

approve the resolution in late
January,andanannouncement
of the decision was made at the
March faculty senate meeting.
The decision was made with
no arguments or doubts, Astro
said.
"I think it is in keeping with
other celleges. around the
country," he said.

Ii
GPA of less than a 2.0 will be
placed on financial aid cancellation.
To petition the cancellation
status, students must bring
their overall GPA up to a minimum of 2.0 or have extenuating circumstances.
If you have any questions,
please call the financial aid office at ext. 2827.

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Fifteen UCF hospitality management students won $700
scholarships for academic excellence in their studies.

•

• FILM FESTIVAL
The Judaic Studies program
at UCF will continue its Israeli
Film Festival with the presentation of two films in March
andApril. /
"My Michael," which is based
on a novel by Amos Oz, will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. Saturday
in the Health and Physics auditorium. ''Noa at Seventeen"
will be presented at the same
time April 9, also in the auditorium.
The festival is co-sponsored
by UCF's Film Program and
the Jewish Student Union and
is funded by grants from
Friends of Judaic Studies and
the UCF office of Academic
Affairs. For more information,
call ext. 5039 or ext. 2231.

Expo Center.
• -ATTN: VEGETARIANS
In honor of the Great American Meat.out, Voices for Animals of Central Florida presents "Everything You've
Always Wanted to Know About
Vegetarianism, (but were afraid
to ask)."
This is a vegetarian workshop featuring dinner, vegetarian cooking demonstrations,
video presentations on vegetarian nutrition and a speaker
- Don Barnes, director·of the
National Anti-Vivisection Society.
The workshop begins at 5:30
p.m. Saturday at the First
Unitarian Church, 1815 E.
Robinson .St. The cost is $14 at
the door. Call 657-6222 to reserve a spot.

elude eight workshops by
•STUDENTS AWARDED
speakers,
The Hospitality Manage- professional
ment Department recently dealing with subjects like
awarded $700 scholarships to effec~ive delegation, moti•WINE TASTING
several students. Each year vation, recruitment and reThe second annual "Wines
Harris Rosen, president and tention, stress and time manof the World" wine tasting, an
CEO of Tamar Inns Inc., do- agement, among others.
event featuring more than 100
The conference is scheduled
nates $10,000 for scholarships
wines fr.om around the world,
to students who excel in their from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. April 13.
will be.held from 4-7 p.m. SunRegistration is $10 per person.
studies.
day at the Church Street StaThe following students were The cost includes a hot buffet
tion Orchid Garden Ballroom.
awarded scholarships: Carol L. lunch.
Tickets are $20 per person
All UCF clubs and organizaCazessus, Tobias Kruhm, Meior $35 per couple. They are
Wah Ng, Timothy Holmes, . tions are invited to send severavailable at the door or in adKerrilyn Ford, Tracey Mertens, al delegates to get the full ben- • 1·4 INFO SESSION
A Public Information Session vance at Church Street Station
Sylvia Davidson, Vicky Lewis, efit of all workshops.
For more information or to will be held for the Downtown Wine Cellar and area retail
Sharon Bums, Deanna Peckwine shops. You can also get
ham, Lacia Christ, Jared register, call the Clubs and Or- · I-4 Systems Interchange.
This
session
is
being
contickets
by calling the Muscular
ganizations
office,
Room
215
of
McLachlan, Deborah Cooper,
Moraima Neives and Roger the Student Center, at ext. ducted in an ,open house for- . Dystrophy Association at 677mat to receive comments from 6665.
5107.
Browning.
the public as well as to inform
Proceeds from the wine
• FINANCIAL AID GPA
the
public
of
the
project's
tasting
will benefit MDA
Federal
Regulations
require
• LEADER CONFERENCE
The UCF chapters of Con- all junior- and senior-level stu- progress. Representatives of
sultants for Effective Leader- dents who are receiving finan- the Authority and its consult- •FREEMONEY
Applications for The Planeship and Order of Omega have cial aid to maintain a 2. 0 over- ants will be available to inthe
project
t.my
Society's 1991 scholarships
formally
discuss
combined to bring students the all GPA
and
to
answer
questions.
are
available.
To maintain a
Starting
at
the
end
of
this
first UCF Leadership ConferThe session is at 4 p.m. healthy space program and
semester, all junior- and seniorence.
The conference will in- level students with an overall W ~dnesday at the Orlando help manage the resources of

our planet, well-trained planetary scientists and engineers
must emerge from future generations of college students.
The Planetary Society has
designed its scholarship programs to encourage and assist
students entering those fields
of study.
Undergraduates' majoring in
science or engineering may apply for one of up to five $1,000
grants. Each applicant must be
a member -of the society or be
nominated by a member.
Scholarships will be awarded on the basis of scholastic
achievement, commitment to a
career in planetary-related science or engineering and a
2,500-word essay on a relevant
topic.
They may also. enter the
Mars· Institute Contest. The
contest consists of an essay. The
topic is: design a power system
·for a Mars base that would
support a crew of 10 for a year
on the surface of Mars and
provide for the possibility of
growing to support a crew of
100 people through the following dec;:ide.
Entries must be received by
May 1. For details, write to: The
Planetary Society, Scholarship
Department, 65 N. Catalina
Ave., Pasadena, Calif. 91106.
•VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
People are needed to help
with the following projects:
• March of Dimes Walk
America on April 27 needs
people to help with the walk-athon.
• Orlando Shakespeare
Festival needs ushers.
To volunteer for these or
other projects, call the Volunteer Center at 896-0945.
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Victims' reCall helps poli.ce make composites
Police use ldenti-Kit to match ears, chins, hair, other features
transparencies are piled on top of each other
until the complete face is finished. Then the
overlaid transparencies are photocopied.
UCF DetectiveJSgt. Tom QQrbas, 'with the aid
The witness can use a pencil to add acne or
of a female battery victim, created a composite blemishes or erase hairlines or other lines.
drawing of a possible battery suspect.
Gorbas said he usually lays down foil after
The victim, whom police will not identify, said foil until something looksfamiliar to the victim.
the drawing was similar to the suspect's face.
Thus, the process is mostly trial and error.
UCF police use Identi-Kit to create a rough
"It all depends on the victim's recall," QQrbas
picture of a wanted crime suspect.
said.
Previously, UCF police leased the kit,
Fortunately, the alleged female battery victim
manufactured by Smith and Wesson, for $365 hadexcellentrecallandthedrawingwascomplete
a year. However, the department did not renew in an hour and a half. QQrbas said the process
the lease due to the budget crunch,' Gorbas could take much longer.
_
said.
·
McClendon said victims remember more than
Now, UCF police borrow the kit from the they think. With Identi-Kit the face sometimes
Oviedo Police Department when it's needed.
materializes before 'them.
Several UCF officers attended a 40-hour
Gorbas said he has found that women have
training course to learn how to use th.e kit.
better recall in such situations.
Here's how it works: An Identi-Kit book shows·
However, he said sometimes victims do not like
hundreds ofeyes, noses and lips in various shapes to recall their assailant because it is painful. The
and sizes. UCF Sgt. Sandra McClendon said the more violent the crime, the more the victim's
kitcontains everyfeatu.re, includingchins, beards, memory is blocked, Gorbas said.
ears and hairstyles.
,
Obviously, biggerpolice departments have more
Each feature listed in the book has a advanced computerized methods for composite
corresponding black and white transparency, drawings.
,
called a "foil." Victims or witnesses then
"Fot our purposes, the Identi-Kit is most
reconstruct the face one feature at a time. The practical and least costly," McClendon said.
by Mary Watkins

CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

•

.
Courtesy UCF Police Departmer.t

by Heidi Steiner
STAFF REPORTER

Two burglaries, four grand
theft cases and six petit theft
cases were reported to the UCF
police iJ,1 a three-week period.
Two of the grand theft cases
reported between Feb. 15 and
March 8 involved stolen
computer equipment.
Three people reported their
wallets stolen and two people
· reported their purses stolen.
Four of these were petit theft
cases, the other grand theft. _
In all cases, the stolen
property was unattended,
according to police.
"If people couldn't get to the
property, they wouldn't take it,"
McClendon said.
BarbaraVan De Filert, a UCF
visitor from the Netherlands,
reported her purse stolen.
She was attending a math
conference March 11 at UCF.
While on a break, she went
outsideforlOminutes. When she
returned, her purse was gone.
She had in her purse $500
worth of travelers checks, her
international driver's license,
dutch coins and her passport,
among other things.
She had to make plans with

Peacha said he did not know UC F police are looking for a possible battery suspect. Call Detective/
exactly what had been stolen, Sgt. Jay Padgett at ext. 5425 if you can identify this person.
because most· of the property
was stored surplus.
.------------------'-------Accordingto police, someone
tried to break into Room 218 of
Howard Phillips Hall.
Police found wood chips by The Central Florida Future is seeking news yvriters.
the door: Also, police reported Applicants should have some writing experience and be
· pry marks on the door, on its
frame and on the metal of its · able to cover campus events. For details, call Jennifer
Offenburger,.managing editor, at UCF-NEWS.
lock.
According to DetectiveJSgt.
Sandra McClendon, head of
crime prevention at UCF, the , - . . . , - - - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - _ : _ theft cases are due mainly to
TERM PAPERS TYPED
security problems.
$1.2S/page*
"Most of the theft is general
( dou~le-spaced U corrected)
- no one is breaking down doors
and taking things," McClendon
24-HOUR SERVICE
said. ''The theft is due mainly to
carelessness, people not locking
(or better!)
doors."
·
McClendon also said the large _ _ _ _ _ _ _ T~E WRiTE IMAGE _ _ _ _ _ __
number of master keys floating
around campus contributes to 671-4649
fAX 678-475'
. * wi1~1 11iis AdVERTiSEMENT ONly
the theft.
According to McClendon, the
UCF Police Department is not
big enough to lock every door
every night.
''This is a problem we have
been battling for a while. People
an~ not locking up behind
themselves. They need to be
more responsible."

WRITERS WANTED .

the embassy to get a new exit
visa and passport.
An unknown amount of
computerequipmentwasstolen
from the Psychology dome
between Feb. 28 and March 7.
Dennis Peacha, lab manager
of the Psychology Department,
reported the burglary March 7.
''This is the second time the
dome has been broken into,"
Peacha said.
· Peacha said because of the
new location of the Police
Department, the dome area is
more likely to be vandalized or
broken into.
·
''Nooneisaround[thatarea],"
he said.
Thesuspectenteredthedorne
bypryingthrough therear doors,
according to police.

...
•
•

•

•
"W OLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT

Ii·

·FASTIQUE TANNING SALON
.....

~·___._,,,.,

Hurry. Now through March 31, 1991, purchase

anew home in The Arbors, and make absolutely

VISITS
......._,,_ FOR $29.95!!
IO

NO MORTGAGE PAYMENTS FOR THE FIRST SIX MONTHS!

New Homes from the $70's
t---"'"f"-":~_,,_----1

0

N

REEDY PLAZA-10376 E. COLON
DR. 282-6042
MON·FRI 830 AM· 9 PM SAT 9-ftPM

fA·. AILSBYJOYCE,C.YNTHIAANDPATilJ
·. . . . · . ·-:·:·: ·. ·: ·. · · . . . · · . " · .:-· g

•

657-2644 or 671-8860
Open everyday: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Bovis(

Homes.
Not valid with any other offer.

•

,
•
•
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SG fii1es another former

presidential candidate
Abrami, Weiler pay fines; Mann plans to pay his soon
vby J.C. Smith
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURi=

ART APPRECIATION
Seniors Eileen.Donovan and David Gallucci take a break from studying and
research to enjoy the new art exhibit in the library.

•

LITTLE SISTERS
FROM PAGE 1

•
However, theideaisnothing
new - 10 of the 12 UCF
fraternities were already
instructed by their national
headquarters to stop having
little sisters. But few complied.
"Some chapters would say
they didn't have little sisters,
but they did; they just called
them something else," Mason
said. For instance, Pi Kapp~
Alpha
called
theirs
"sweethearts."
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and
Tau Kappa Epsilon are the only
UCF
fraternities
not

Student Government fin ed a former
presidential can didat e $20 while
another candidate has not yet payed
his fines.
David Abrami and Matt Weiler paid
their fines for breaking two statutes on
the Brevard campus.
"One of my supporters apparently
put up some fliers in a men's bathroom,"
Abrami said.
In addition, Abrami and Weiler's
fliers were found on bulletin boards, in
Brevard
Community
College
newspapers, on trash cans and in racks
set aside for university use, according
to an SG memo.

instructed by their national sisters at other campuses sued
headquarters to stop their little their fraternity for actual
sister programs. Sigma Alpha membership, and won.
Epsilon opposed IFC's
"The
little
si's ter
legislation that stated all programs are thre-a tening
fraternities must abolish little the status of fraternities
sisters.
and sororities as single sex
"Our nationals don't organizations," Mason said.
recognize little sisters, but they He feels sororities suffer
don't prohibit them either," when women decide to be a
said David Patton, Sigma little sister for a fraternity
Alpha
Epsilon: s
IFC instead of joining a sorority.
representative. "The other
The idea that little sister
fraternities had nothing to.lose, .programs are seen by some
but we had everything to lose." people · as sexist also
Patton voted against the contributed to this legislation.
_ "It is sexist when the women
resol:µtion.
Mason said fraternity are used in a subservient role,"
memhers became concerned Mason said.
Sources thought some little
when they heard that little

The oth er can d idat e , David
Mann , st ill owes $40, according to
SG records.
Mann will have a hold on his records
until h e pays h is fines. However,
according to SG, the records of Mann's
running mate, Mykael Main, will not
be put on hold.
"I just haven't gotten around to doing ·
it yet," Mann said.
He said he would probably pay the
fine Thursday before the student senate
meeting.
The election commission fined Mann
for not including receipts with his
expense statement, for distributing
unapproved materials and for failing
to remove a campaign sign by the
deadline .

sisters were being used as
recruitment tools and some
were chosen based on their
looks.
Lambda ·Chi Alpha
President Jason Lazarus
said this new legislation
came 8.$ no surprise to his
frate rn ity. Lambda Chi
Alpha's national headquarters told the UCF
chapter it could not have
little sisters as of Jan. 1,
1991.
"It's reaJly not a big deal
because girls are going to
hang around whether
they're little sisters or not,"
Lazarus said.
Jimmy Carroll of Sigma Chi

fraternity assisted its little
sister program last fall. He said
he
unde r stands
I FC's
reasoning and that of
nationals, but said the whole
thing is insulting.
"Our little sister program
has never been a problem with
us," Carroll said.
Vining and Mason feel
other Florida universities
will follow suit: Mason said
the abolishment of little
sister programs remains
high on the topic list at
Greek adviser conferences
·
· in the state.
"I feel real good about this
whole thing," Vining said.
"It's a very matur.e step."

MISSUCF

COMICS

FROM PAGE 1

*
PAINTBALL

it should help securefundingfor
next year.
Mann, who strongly opposes
*
SG funding of beauty contests,
R OLE P LAYING
said, "Even though I don't agree
with awardirrg scholarships
IN T HE UC6 P LAZA
GAMES
based oh personal looks, it
ACROSS FROM UCF
(407) 823-7246
[changing the con test] is a start."
82-DRAGN
Lisa Thieler, Miss UCF
student
director, said because
- ~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~-~.-n-iiii~ ,
the clpthes were more practical
I .
. .
RIDING $15 AN HOUR
it cut down on cost competition
I
~
·, ' ·
$3 OFF WITti COUPON ON
I between
contestants.
I
WEEKENDS
Collazo
agreed, saying the
I
. .
$10 OFF 1/2 DAY RIDE
I purpose of the
clothing changes
I
. .
$5 OFF WEEKDAvs
I was to make "out-of-pocket
costs
for
the
contestants
minimal."
II
FL YING UNICORN RANCH
II
"Horseback Riding At It's Best"
Altamonte Mall Burdines
I
Horses By The Hour • Moonlight Rides • Ponies For Parties
I furnished the clothing for the
Hay Rides & Cookouts• Lots Of Trails & Open Spaces
I two categories.
'I
Please Call F9r Reservations
.
Collazo said he strongly
w. S.R. 46
STEVE CHARRON
I
I 3550
Sanford, FL 32771
.
(407) 322-5501 .
· supports the need to change the
•~~· _...,
·- ~ .~ ::~ " ..- · ~ · - - -- --· -· - -:- -- --~ __. setup of pageants nationwide
and feels scholarship should be
the focus .
"I'd even like to see Miss
. America [pageant] incorporate
some of our changes," he said.
Thieler said due to the
changes, "Miss UCF will solely
Founded in 1884, the Academy has trained more
be the representative for the
professional actors than any other school or college
university. She'll be a
in America. Academy alumni have won nominations for
spokesperson, someone who
89 Oscars, 62 Tonys and 164 Emmys.
really cares for the campus."
Although this year's winner
will not proceed to the Miss
Florida pageant, she will not be
prohibited from other pageants
The Academy offers a six-week summer program
and a two-year Associate Degree program. You
in the Miss Florida circuit.

SUPPUES

--

.,
•

----,

' AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF
DRAMATIC
ARTS

One Hundred years
of training actors.

may receive Academy training in New York or California.

For n11 npplicntio11 n11d furt her i11fon11ntio11 en/I THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF
DRAMATIC ARTS (212) 686-0620, 120 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016

Robert Redford

Melanie Mayron

Cleavon Little

Judd Hirsch

]oannn Going

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUPE

Miss UCF contestant Amy Reese models sportswear during Tuesday
night's competition in the Student Center Auditorium .
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Computer Sale

New and Demo Computer Systems.
for COST or LESS.Ill

-- - ----- ------,
---··----s,... -

Groupe Bull

Under the
Gold and
Black tent by
the book
store~

Three days
only!!!
Mar 19,20,21

-

T

0

-® irrn:t::r:rtI
•

Apple

1yr
Warranty
Co11eragel

•

•

•

•
•
Wed-Fri 9:00am4:00pm
For more information
call
823-5643

•
•

I

'

I ,· • 1

,~If _,I t )
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80,000 PEOPLE·GAVE
SOMOHING TO 1111 IRS 11115 YUR.
AllD 111EY CAN'T WAR
nLL NEXTYURTO GIVE AGAIN.
What they gave wasn't money.
It was time.
They volunteered their skills to people who needed help doing their taxes. And it made them feel great.
They weren't necessarily accountants. They were people, like Yl)U
and your club or group members, who have a basic aptitude for math
and a desire to help others.
You know, you can make someone's tax season less taxing.
And you'll be amazed by the return you'll get from helping people
with what taxes them.
To find out about the free IRS training program that will teach you
and your organization the ins
and outs of preparing taxes,
APublicServ~ot
~ ~=~e
call l-800-424-1040 now.
ThrsPubhcatron& ~,
'dr;IJI Service
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--------------------~

Before you dissect. .•

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 12

brother, Eric, added a home run
ofhls own.
The Knights had 20 hits in
thegame,nineofwhichwentfor
extra bases.
"Offensively, we played very
well," Bergman said.
UCF's starter, Lawerence
Heisler, pitched seven innings
and allowedjust two runs with
Seven strikeouts.
The third game against the
Indians was originally
scheduled to be played Sunday,
but, due to rain, was rescheduled for 11 am. Tuesday.
UCF was undaunted by the
early game and started by

scoring three in the second
inning never looked back on its
way to an 8-4 victory.
"We were ready to play, no
question about it," Bergman
said.
UCF Classic: In Tuesday's
open round . action, UCF and
Missouri won. Missouri defeated
Bradley, 4-2, and UCF defeated
Princeton, 9-5.
In the Knights' game, Mottola
homered and drove in two runs.
Ernie Martinez doubled and
drove in two runs.
Todd Affricano picked up his
second victory. Brian Huie
pitched the final three innings
to earn his fifth save.
The tournament will wrap
up Saturday.

I

EARLEY
said.
UCF finished eighth in the
tournament out of 24 teams.
Earley placed eighth in
the Rollins Peggy Kirk Bell
Invitational on March 1113.
As far as Earley getting to
nationals, Shumaker said it will
take a lot of practice.
"Her chances are good if she
puts in the time for practicing,"
Shumaker said.
Earley is getting a degree in liberal studies and if she is not
playinggolfprofessionally, then
she wants to do "anything that
is related to golf."

UCF TEAM DENTIST
Our UCF
·Good Knight Offerl

•.

...ref/ea.

ti

$1 O Check-up includes:
• Initial. Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only

Ciaor9a "'\Ian Yarl-jo, D.D.!>.

Expires 5/3/91
Good on initial visit only
For more information
about humane alternatives
to animal dissection
in classrooms,
CALL TOLL-FREE
DISSECTION HOil/NE 1-800-922-FROG

A ~·tude11I 011/reacb prqject r!f'tbe Animal lef!til Defense Fzaul

.

282-2101
'I
I

11780 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817

*THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
P~¥MENT HAS A RIGHTTO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT
OR BE R(i:IMBURSEDFORPAYMENTFORANYOTHERSERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE, OR RE·
DUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

.
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TO BE ELIGIBLE YOU MU}ST:
Plan to\ enrolled during the 1991-92 academic year adn
·were not at any time within the 9 (nine) months prior to
the application due date, paid Student Government
Officials.

be

· ·The scholarships will be awarded to ten students 'Who
have improved student life on campus.·~

Applications ca~ be picked up_<;It the St'1dent
Government Offices between the hours of 9am-4pm!
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students prepare to.
battle for classes
Don't plan on taking classes this summer.
The horrible truth has been confirmed: There are·
very few classes being offered.
.
Ifyou are not an engineering or business major you
will be taking classes at the beach, offered by surfing
professionals on the finer techniques of sun bathing.
Let us reflect upon several different majors, each of
which has a veritable bevy of classes from which to choose.
All of you English majors prepare either to take
Composition I or II again because the rest of the
classes are limited.
All right, there are a few other ·courses being
offered - some business courses in writing - but if
you want a class for your major, wait for the fall
instead of fighting over the six other classes offered.
Political science is a basic degree, for· it does
somewhat prepare you for law school.
After taking out required, basic education courses
and the 5000-level course being offered, there are five
other courses. Don't all sign up at once, most of those
five are morning courses.
.
.
OK, so you're getting a degree in journalism, you're
going to be a writer. The only advice for you is to
TAKE AN INTERNSHIP. There are many sections of
internships in the School of Communication.
Biology, chemistry and other science majo!S have
a veritable plethora of subjects from which to choose.
In fact, a whole 20 courses are being presented,
that is classes that are not graduate level or
undergraduate residence. Of the 20 courses ~eing
offered, a majority of them are basic courses with at
least two labs. So, in essence, the number of courses
from which to choose is low.
Science students are doing better than history
students, though. In fact, history students have no
summer C term classes to chose from. And they only
have a handful of classes (eight in all, one of which is
a study abroad prograµi) in the other terms.
,
But what if someone is an enginering major? How
many courses can they take? It appears to be an awful
lot - it fills almost three pages. (266 class~s are
offered 1 not counting other campuses.)
OK, so there are several types of engineers, but
why does each section have more clas.ses being offered
than the Political Science and English departments
combined?
The students of this campus should know that
engineers are unique to UCF and must be protected
from a shortage of summer courses. They MUST
graduate on time, never mind that t?e rest of the
school is also lost in the catch 22 ofhavmg to be a fulltime student as well as having to take a certain
number of summer classes.
The crux of the whole situation is that students are
required to take summer hours: If there are 1?-ot
enough courses being offered, how can UCF penal~ze
those students who do not need the courses being
offered?
Very easily, because they issue the diplomas.
Well, you get the point. Just go, get your SASS
form, then weep.
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America must have prin~iples
All through the Persian Gulf War, rallying cries
pierced the air as people banned together for some
reason or another.War protestors and peace protes tors
faced off, and both· war yellow ribbons, showing
support for the troops, if not for the war. Through the
whole mess, one question never left my mind: Is this
all one hypocritical mess? The:re was much to be
deliberated.
How could· President Bush justify such a great
moral crusade? His administration was. not known
for its upstanding virtues.
His administration~ basically a remnant of the
Reagan administration, was tied to the invasions of
Panama and Grenada, making the United States
guilty of the same crime that Hussein was. Freedom
was a disputable cause in the wake of Tiananmen
Square, made more disputable by the Baltic States'
uprising.
Where were the monumental peace protests when
the buildup was going on? The war could have been
entirely averted if such support had been witnessed
before hostilities broke· out. Yet the people were
silent. Where were the many thousands before Jan.
15?
It seemed then, when the war broke out, too little,
too late.
Why should it have to take a war to get this country

to pay attention to peop~e it should have paid attention
to twenty years ago? Where was our great concern for ,.our beloved troops over those years?
The Vietnam Veterans were shafted then, and
many of them are understandably bitter now. What
would have happened if the war had dragged on for a
few years? Would people have even cared for any
veterans?
·
It is important that we take this recent history to If'
heart, that we may not leave room for such musings.
The next time there is a buildup over a long period
of time Americans must act before hostilities break
'
• •
•
4-:
out. Our administration must define its position m
such matters, and stick to them.
And no matter what happens, we must pay strict
~ttenti~n to the needs of those in uniform, whether •.
they are victorious or defeated.
If we are to be a nation that is faithful to its
Principles ' we must be true through. the famine as ~}
well as through the feast.
Otherwise, all is lost.

Brutal-ty didn't surprise U.S.A.
Nightsticks and badges flashed in the night while
a shackled victim squirmed and cried ~ut in pain.
Upon an unforeseen balcony, a man with a
videorecorder captured America's finest at their most
brutal moment. The nation's morality gasped for
breath as its blind justice was held out for all to see
on the 6 o'clock News. We, the viewers, were pissed .
off... but somehow not surprised.
On March 3,1991, the American public saw live
coverage ofaversion therapy, L.AP.D. style. We were
not watching an edited episode of"COPS" in L.A, bv.t
a candid caption of''THUGS" dressed as police officers
who tap danced on the body of a suspect, Rodney
Glenn King.
The problem of police power abuse is a difficult
issue that leaves the Amer ican public with many
questions to be answered. Can police brutality occur
in my neighborhood and, furthermore, can I be a
r ecipient of police abuse. The answer is an
overwhelming, "Hell Yeah!"
Police brutality is not confined to ax murderers
and cocaine dealers. The UCF Surf Club can attest to
the existence ofpolice "pain compliance." Ifyou are in
the wrong place at the wrong time, if you verbally
pr o.voke an ill-willed officer, if you question the
credibility of an offic er s grievance against you or
-another person, you place yourself in the range of
power abuse.
The problem of police power abuse is two-fold. First,
you cannot fight back an abusing officer. Ifcounter an
officers' abuse, you will have a resisting arrest with
violen ce charge that will also give an officer the

•
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option to increase his Freudian impulse for skull
bashing.
Second, and quite important, if your public is c1i
apathetic at the time you're being roughed up, there
is very little chance ofreapingjustice in court. For, if
the public "did not see it," it is your testimony against .,
a respected police offic.ers.
· Iftbe case of the L.AP.D. brutalization m akes you
feel hopeless and desolate in your belief of justice, do
not become lost in your despair. There ar e many ,,,.
police officerswho would lay down their life to preserve
your safety. I emphasize my case to shed ligh t on the
danger of unchecked authority.
~
We can extinguish police brutality if we join with
our compatriots to become active and concerned
citizens.
If our role in the matter is writing down a badge '
number and petitioning our grievance to a precin ct,
we ought to. If our role consists of writing an elected
official in regard to a crooked precinct, I'm sure Gov. 19,
Chiles would appreciate the concern.
The Los Angeles resident who provided the media
with coverage of the brutality of Mr. King, George
Holliday, is a role m odel for all concerned ci~ize~s. • ·
He's no traitor. He's a good American, a Humanitanan
a.:nd.a means of justice.
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· America easily won, now shall Bush win in '92
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Now that Operation Desert Storm has, for all
intents and purposes, abated, Americans are gearing
up for the return of the troops. With hostilities ended
and everyone breathing a little easier, now is as good
a time as any for some quick observations concerning
the world's pre- and postwar situation.
llWith the country's economy put into a holding
pattern during the course of the war, many
manufacturers and merchants have decided to use
the return of armed service·personnel to help boost
sagging sales and soft markets.
The "Big Three" automobile manufacturers have
passed along or extended price incentives to
dealerships. Loeally, both Walt Disney World and
Universal Studios have promotions underway for
those who served.
Stores and businesses in and around town are
offering reduced rates and, in some cases, freebies to
military personnel and their dependents. For those
military couples who have been separated for the
extended period, Sandals Resorts of Jamaica is
offering weekend getaways at reduced rates.
But the offer of all offers is one being made to the
single guys returning home. It seems that the Mustang
Ranch, the brothel made famous (or popular) by the
musical "Best Little Whorehouse in Texas," is
sponso'r ing a contest with the grand prize being one
night with the "r~presentative" of choice.
In this age of sexual enlightenment and equality,
it seems unfair that the women should be left out.
Perhaps someone should contact Chippendale's.
•During the 48 ctay war, the news made much of
the high-tech aspects of the war and how admirably
our equipment worked in neutralizingthe Iraqi armed
forces. While this is a source ofboth comfort and pride
in our country's workmanship, no one seems to have
noted that, with all the tax dollars poured.into these
systems over the course of the past decade, these

weapons had damned well better have been effective.

[~~~~}}~~~~~~¥Y:~~~i! Ja'•t~ll1·

No matter how powerful one's computers are, no
matter how sophisticated the electronics or tracking
devices in the weapons, it is still the foot soldier that
is the most integral part of an army.
Let us hope that Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney
and the rest of the White House and Pentagon
remember this basic fact. After all, let's not forget
that Cheney was talking about "lay-offs" in the
military forces only two weeks before Iraq's August
invasion of Kuwait.
•Meanwhile, Saddam Hussein is not having a
very good time of it.
Rebellions and riots have been breaking out all
over the place in Iraq at the same time that antiSaddam ~raqis-in-exile are currently doing what they
can to complete the overthrow.
On the first Saturday of Spring Break, Iraq's
ambassador to Spain announced he was seeking
political asylum.
.
·
The anti-Saddam backlash has extended all the
waytothePalestinianLiberationOrganization where its old hero, Yassir Arafat, is even falling into an
unfayorable light.
· •Is Saddam softening in his old age? When the
fighting within his own borders first broke out, he
said he would make the rebels "sorry."
Remember how this was going to be the "~other of
allwars"andhowSaddamwouldhaveus"swimming''
ir:i our own blood? This latest statement is a much
more relaxed attitude than what was·heard when the
conflict first started.
In an effort t9 maintain his grip on power, Hussein

later threatened to use chemical weapons against
Kurdish and Shi'ite revolutionaries, a threat which
Iranian President Hasbemi Rafsanjani said could
prove to be Hussein's "final mi stake."
Rafsanjani then we_n t on to encourage the Iraqi
administration to "submit to the will of the people"
and suggested a more moderate attitude towards
events.
· •You can say what you want about President
Bush, but you can't call theman stupid. One ofBush's
objectives, according to his own recently released
schedule of Mideast American troop phase-out, is to
have the majority of service personnel home by July
4.
What an Independence Day weekend that'd make!
Bush certainly knows the importance of timing.
With the overwhelming success ofOperation Desert
Storm, there's been rumblings in certain factions
that Bush would be smart naming General· Colin
P-owell as his next vice presidential candidate. What
a great idea!
'
The Republicans could beat the Dems to the "black
candida~e" category and think how crazy that would
make its far right factions ... a popular war hero who's
black.·
Let's face it, the way Bush performed and handled
the situation over there, both militarily and
diplomatically,sewedupthenextpresidentialelection
for him.
The only I can see him ever losing this one would
be if Barbara caught him in bed with Millie.

B Street

Jon Caldara
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon
SPRING BREAK RECAP-Nelson had an
oceanfront view from his cell. Philips, Lambo,
and Stagner were roughed up by mean guys
with purses. Who was with the River Pig?
· Holloway's Jeep top helped him hook up. B
Beller became Tyson after 12 shots. T Bone
was streaking and met his match. Province
Weekend is this weekend in Gainesville. Get
jobs and pay your duesl Pledges-back to the
books and learn history. Lets support our
awesome floor hockey and softball teams.
Greek Week cans and participants are
needed I DARKMAN is waiting!
Pi Kappa Alpha
Congratulations to all new elected officers!
Chris Vinning your a stud I Thanks for a great
year as Pres .. I Softball is here; time to dominate and take the tropl)yll

war to the free loader award goes to Warto,
the freeloader award goes to both Bonin &
Kramer-good job guys. Cinemantography
award goes to Haz-you'll never become a
senator. The Fu bar award goes to both Tim &
White-Tim prociaims himself funnel masterl
And Lee-it appears to me your pole gets more
action the night before you go fishing. Quote
of the week: Who needs linle sisters? We're
doing just fine with yours! C-ya

Kappa Sigma
Hey brothers, hope you've recovered from
Spring Break. Pledges, study those Bononias! Keep up all that good work. Keep all
that aluminum coming in cause we're taking
GreekW~kl
'
Delta Sigma Pl
Hey pledges, how are those paddles coming?
We are ALL looking forward to Saturday night.
Hopefully it is indoors because I'm sure rain
will be in the forecast-it's inevitable.
Sigma Pi Epsilon
KA get ready to re-visit the Keys this weekend
at our D4vall St. social. Pledge dinner tonight
at 6. Makeba, awesome job with BMOC .
Greek Week is n·ear so save those·cans.
Alpha Tau Omega
What's up with those slamin' softball studs! Ateam is 2-0! Security: Poison on Sun, world
football on Mon. Everyone gets lei'd Sat nite
at the 5th annual Island Party! Rockwith~ron
Fri!
Acacia
The great white north was awesome . We
visited 7 Acacia chapters, went to a 21-keg
party, snow skied, and even got strip searched
at the Canadian border while you hosers were
get~ng rained out in the Keys. Next road trip
is to LSU and Tennessee. I can not wait.
Pledges, the adventure is over, but the journey
for knowledge has just begun. Thursday flood
hoc~ey against Pike I at 5:40.
FridayBrother's party. Saturday-Fence party-there'll
be a keg. Acacia-a sign of strength
Lambda Chi Alpha
Congrats to Chris-you did a great job Wed.
Well Spring Break is overandwewon'tseethe
Keys again for a year:.--except for chuck- court
on the 1st buddy I Kevin of course liad to
spend a nite in jail after being caught by the
fashiC3n police. Roger as big as you areshame! The search for Sascwach reward has
gone unclaimed-come on guys you let me
down . The Tampax award of the week goes to

Duplex 2bd 2ba, a yard , walking distance from
UCF Call 657-8548

Engagement Ring-1 .04 carat HE;ART shaped
diamond on 14K gold band. $2500 Mark 3812218 LV MSG
A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. Bldg .
rm 140 Happy Joyous and Free
Hispanic American
Student Association
Reunion Hoy I Jueves 21
SOL4-5
Esperamos. que asistan

DON'T RENTI Own for less! 1 bedroom
designer model condo fully furn It colors WtD
TV mcrwv UCF area refrig pool lake tennis
security must see must sell 281 -7529 $42,900
12 SP Bicycle; Great gas mileage $40 Call
R~fael at 382-3889
Surfracks Honda w/locks 682-9363

Phi Delta Theta
HiPhidelity happens at Palace Sat. night, the
bask of the century! Be at house Sat. to style
it. Softball and field hockey is here, good luck!
Phi Dalt-can you say Primetime!
Zeta Tau Alpha
Project 6 workshop this Sund~y-1 :00 at the
house. Be there!I Wear your grubbiest Zeta
shirts!! Get psyched

Spacious 2 bedroom upstairs apt. Walk to
school, CA&H, Avail. Now. Only $400.00,
Centur}t 21 reality Register 422-2100.

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers FREE fraternity
-and sorority Greek letter encrusting. Jostens I
There is a difference; look for itl It's Academic
in the University Shoppes
Nonsmoking Male(s) wanted to share 4bedl
3bath townhouse 1Omin from campus . W!D
$225/mon +split util 679-9494. Please leave
message
•
Roommate Wanted1 mile to UCF Forest Highlands
$165/mo + 1/3 util Great place for a serious
student 382-6058
Furnished room for rent to female private bath
pool access kitchen privileges $50 per week
380-2385
Nonsmoking female, 2 bed/2 bath, wash/dry,
spacious, Oxford Sq ., cs, $280 + 1/2 utilities.
Call 332-0733

Townhouse for sale near UCF-ldeal investment for parents of college student. Two
bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, kitchen, living room,
appliances included. Can comfortably accommodate 4 students. Excellent condition,
Assumable mortgage. Call 876-2590 or 2829191 for info.
·
1/2 Duplex-UCF area. 2 bdrm/2 bath all appliances included. For sale by owner. $58,500
Call (407)269-0391 or (407) 282-4487
BOAT FOR SALE 17' Regal Bowrider with
170HP 1/0 engine and custom drive-on trailer.
Excellent condi.tion . Only $6300. Call 8236337

RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715
Get involved in the U.S. Space Program :
Looking for healthy male or female subjects to
participate in space-related muscle research .
The study requires walking with crutches for
16 consecutive days. We are looking for
recreationally active people - not extremely
trained or unfit. $400 compensation . Contact
Mary Lasley of Jill Polet at the Kennedy Space
Center (407)867-3940 between 8:00am and
4:30 pm, Monday thru Friday.

COMPLETE TYPING!W P SERVICES FAST
AES 2431 ALOMA #226 671-4414

Kissimmee/UCF T&R 5pm-9pm Call 8460254 Leave message Ask for Yoly

Fine Arts Restorer needs part-time assistant.
Flexible hours. Average 8-12 hours per week.
$5hr. Experience stretching canvases and
cutting mats desirable but not necessary. Call
Hollingsworth Fine Arts Restoration between
9-5 M-F 422-4242
E;asy Workl Excellent Payl Assemble products at home. Call for information 504-6418003 Ext.2568

....
Dental Recep M-Th Mornings +Afternoon Hrs
Goldenrod Office 677-8888

LSAT GMAT GRE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by Testing Specialists
Michael Tierney , 897-330,0
Need help in French? 851-7568 Nadia
SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKENDS

NEED A RESUME? Call Resume House at
(904) 371-6769
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
The ring that comes with a lifetime Golden
Warranty Card. Jostens! There is a difference; look for it! It's Academic in the University
Shoppes

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that first offered the highest quality, 18K, in college rings. Jostens!
There is a difference; look for it! It's Academic
in the University Shoppes.

EVERY FRIDAY IS JOSTENS RING DAY AT
IT'S ACADEMIC .

· TASSO 64K Model 4 $200 OBO 678-2078
Two bedroom two bath condo in Tuskawilla
$290 plus one half utilities non smoker no pets
call John 366-2273

Moving: 19 inch color TV, Couch+ loveseat,
Bed single size, bicycle, sleepsofa. Call 3810809

...

Two M!F to share 3br/2b house 2 min from
UCF. Wash/Dryer cable-$250+ 113 util Call
Russ 249-1198

WP.EDITING: $1 .25 & UP. 366-0538
FINS needed ASAP. Quiet, mature and no
pets. $225 + 113 util. 281-4251
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
1989 Ford Probe GT -loaded, then modified by
HKS, 275+HP, cockpit controlled turbo boost,
16" alloys, always garaged, ABS, power everything! Corvette eaterl Moving, MUST
SELLlll Call 407-896-3016

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast *Professional*Accurate

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate
occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 6571967
New Condo 1/2 mi from UCF 2bd/2bath W/D
micro and fully furnished with tennis pool spa
$.600/mo 366-4424

'80 Chevy Monza $600_645-4694 evenings
'85 SAAB 900 Turbo Silver, Air, Sunroof,
Power windows, Cruise, 5 speed Asking
$4800 382-3887
.

Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890
Call after 5:30 or leave message on recorder

For Rent-Avbl May 1st. 2bd/2ba quiet, clean.
Close to UCF. Parking and Laundry facil on
premisses. No pets. Ask about discountll
380-5096
ForRent-AvbllMMEDIATELY!! Clean! 2very
lg bd/2ba laundry facil; can walk to UCFI 3805096

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext. B-4628

WORD PROCESSING. Quality Documents
on laser printer; competitive prices; pickup/
delivery; call-in dictation. Call NO PROBLEM!
at327-5423

Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything you
always wanted to know about majoring in
industrial engineering but were afraid to ask!
Call him for info at 823-2204
AMERICA NEEDS INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER to improve quality of products & services, expand manufacturing capabilities and
increase productivity of our workforce. THE
DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING of-fers BS, MS & PhD degree!? in IE. CallNisit
Mr. Fernandez at 823-2204 for more info.
30 year young Jr. High teacher down for spring
break Ap 1-6 to train at water ski school.
Looking for ladies who might enjoy dancing or
visit to a local tourist attration. My treat.
Please write Rodney 47449th NE Seattle Wa
98105

Thuthan, Spring Break was fun, even if the
weather was bad. I hope that you enjoyed the
white beaches and the sunset. Your friend
Twees

Barbie, Bunnie here. Did ya know Bobbie
messed around behind my back? Meet me for
Student Movies @ 9pm in the Wild Pizza to
talk. Seems he caught more than a tan.
Serves himlll

•
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UCF 9, ARKANSAS ST. 2

Gordon and Weaver. Barks (3-2), Mann111~ (6).
Huie (9) and Torino. Hitters - ASU: Tate 3-4 RBI,
Balley 1-3, 2 RBI. UCF: Ernie Martinez 2-4, Eric
Martinez 2-4, HR, 2 RBI, Lynch 2·3, 3 RBI.

101 000 0 - 2 6 1
102051 X-9141
Mayberry (1-1), Sterns (6) and Weaver. Still (41) and Torino. Hittel'8 -ASU: Tate 2·3, RBI. UCF:
Josephina 3-5, 4 RBI, Mottola 2-4 2 RBI, Antonini 24, RBI, Lynch 2-4, Castaldo 2-4, Torino 2-4.

UCF Classic
Missouri 4, Bradley 2

UCF 19, ARKANSAS ST. 5
000002000-263
01100011x-480

BRADLEY
MISSOURI

000020030- 5 56
612 322 21x -19 20 3

Reker, Simmons (8) and Eetermoed. Dettmer(4-

Gatewood, Self (4), Johnston (7), Cook (8) and
Weaver. Heisler (5-1), Mottola (8), Jacobson (8) and
Hummel, Peters (8). Hitters-ASU:Tate2-5, Brock
1-5, HR,2RBI. UCF-Josephlna2-3, RBI, 28, Ernest
Martinez 2-4, 3 RBI, HR, 2B, Eric Martinez 1-4 HR,
Mottola 3-6, RBI, Lynch 3-3, 2 38, 4 RBI.

0) and Hay. Hitters- Bradley: Jen co 2-4, RBI, 2 2B.

Tuesday's results

PRINCETON
UCF

Missouri: Rodriguez 2 RBI, Hay 2-4, Greene 2-4,
HR,RBI.

UCF 9, PRINCETON 5

UCF 8, ARKANSAS ST. 4

Iseman (G-1 ), Ma.stanski (8) and Hayes. Affricano
(2-0), Huie (7) and Hummel, Torino (8). Hitters Princeton: Rivers 3-4, Sullivan 2-4, 2B, 2 RBI. UCF:
EricMartinez2-4,RBI, Mottola 1-3, HR,2RBI. Records
- Princeton 1-2, UCF 22-7.

001 021 000-4 7 3
032 020 010 - 8 10 1
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NO MAS! NO MAS! referee
Steeles good fight from fans
like he trained atMr. Donut. Please, Roberto, NO
MAS!NOMAS!
Simon Brown won a hard-fought TKO victory
over Maurice Blocker. This fight was actionpacked with both men giving and taking
punishment. Simon Brown is the man to beat in
Wild, brutal, full of bacJ intentions - these the Welter-weight divisions.
were just a few of the words used to describe Iron
Julio Cesar Chavez stopped John "I'm a bad
Mike Tyson. The former world champion took man" Duplessis with a TKO in the fourth round.
another step closer to a Holyfield showdown by The most interesting thing about this bout was
defeating Donavan "Razor" Ruddock in a slugfest the introductions.
During the singing of the Mexican national
at the Mirage.
The fight was, however, not without anthem, the camera panned to Don King, who
controversy. In the seventh round, Tyson caught was holding small Mexican and American flags in
the "Razor" with a flurry ofpunches~ The last one, his hands. The whole scene made me want to
a nasty left hook, pushed Ruddock against the ralph. No matter how many flags King holds up,
ropes. Suddenly, referee Richard Steele stepped in my opinion, he's an ugly boil that needs to be
between the two fighters and stopped the fight. lanced from boxing.
You might remember Steele for a similar
Finally, after three plates of chicken wings,
incidentthathappenedin theJulioCesarChavezJ four bags ofpotato chips, four bottles of'lemonade"
Medrick Taylor fight. In that fight,, Steele would and three hours of jock talk, the main event was
not allowTaylorto continue with just four seconds upon ~s.
left in the fight. Taylor was well ahead on poin~,
Ruddock entered the ring dancing to a Bob
and the stoppage cost him Chavez's title.
Marley tune. He looked very nervous as he waited
Well, pandemonium ensued the stopping of for Tyson to enter. Mike made his way through
this fight Monday night. A wild melee, similar to the crowd wearing a toboggan cap and his pajamas.
a WWF bunk-house match, broke out in the ring.
If it was anyone but Tyson, they would have
Ruddock'smanager,Deli'oy Ruddock,attackedSteele been laughed out of ~he arena. Once he's in the
and was restrained by several security guards.
ring, though, he's all business. His punches were
Then, the two camps got into it. For me, and lethal - he brawled the bigger Ruddock into
the rest of the Future's macho sports staff, this comers.
was the best fight of the night. I just wished we
Yet, Ruddock did show flashes of brilliance
could have seen it on instant replay.
against Tyson. The quick stoppage has left many
These were the results on the undercards:
questions about Tyson's toughness. I gl,less you
Pat "with the cabbie hat" Lawfor won on a know what this means folks: TYSON/RUDDOCK
strange TKO over Roberto Duran. Roberto looked II ... "This time only t4e paramedics can save you!"

•••••

Racquetball club smashes foes
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF Racquetball Club
dominated five of the six major
divisions in the Southeastern
Intercollegiate Racquetball
Championships ove'r the
weekend in Ormond Beach.
UCF won first place in the
team
competition
by
accumulating a South-eastern
Regional high of 732 points.
Second-place Embry-Riddle was
far behind, with 27 4 points.
"I knew we were going to do
well because of the way I had it
set up," team captain Jam es
Walden said. "I have a real good
selection of players."
Other schools in the
competitions included South
Florida
and
defending

champions Embry-Riddle, but
they could not overtake UCF.
TeamcaptainJames Walden
led UCF by defeating EmbryRiddle'sBartTurner, who was a
past national title holder, in the
Division I singles finals, 15-13,
15-10. Thetwoplayersalsomet
last year.
.
'This year, I pretty much shut
him down," Walden said. ''Not to
sound cocky, but I felt confident,
especially on by backhand He was
servingtomy backhandandI was
hitting it goad."
Walden then paired with
John Schneider and defeated
Turner and David Blackbum in
the Division I finals, 15-2, 15-4.
Other divisions in which UCF
won were the Division I women's
singles, the Division II men's
singlesandtheDivisionlldoubles.

Susan Cox defeated South
Florida's top player, Kimberly
Baran, 15-10, 15-9, in the
women's singles.
Scott Consoli and Matt
Lattanzi, both from UCF,
finished first and second,
respectively, in the Division II
men's singles.
Consoli and Lattanzi then
paired to defeat UCFs Alan
Hiatt and Cox in the Division II
doubles.
The team, which is trying to
raise money to make the trip,
hopes to compete in the
Intercollegiate Nationals April
4-7 in Phoenix.
"It will be a first experience
so I don't know what to expect,"
Walden said. "The way we're
playingrightnow, I don't know
what to expect."

·BASKETBALL'
11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

SOL

..

~t. 1~s~pb•s

Qta tbol it

Qtbuttb

1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses:
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
275-0841

FROM PAGE 12
Denmon, Greg Roberson, Dan Rubin and
Darryl Davis, who missed the season with
an injury, will be the returning sophomores.
Newcomers will include Kirk Van Dueson,
a6-foot-11-inchforwardwhosatoutthisseason
after transferring from Michigan.
Other recruits are 6-2 guard Ray Carter,
from Tallahassee Leon High School; 6-2
guard Ryan Harding, from Roosevelt High
School in Gary, Ind.; 6-7 forward Howard
Porter, from Manattee High School; and 67 forward Mike Hamilton, from Polk
Community College.
Harding's team is playing for the state
championship this weekend in Indiana.
Dean, who has a career record ofl 54-73,
has two years of recruiting under hls belt
since his arrival at UCF. He said it takes at
least that m-lich time to begin to build a
strong program from what he inherited.
"We were very happy with the student
support and look forward to having them back
as the sixth man in the new arena,"Dean said.
Support has been initiated through the
sale of season tickets in the new basketball
arena at UCF. The arena is scheduled for
completion this month.
"This arena is a big step to building a
strong program at UCF," Dean said.

Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Although he lost his starting job midway through the
season, Denny Hinson remained a valuable player.
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UCF-scalps Indians
3 straight games
Sweep of ASU gives UCF 3-0 start in ASC
by 0. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCFBaseball Knights swept their
first.American South opponent, Arkansas
State, despite being postponed by rain.
"Theteamisjuststartingtojell,"UCF
Head Coach Jay Bergman said. "We can
see ourselves getting better, now."
UCF, which is playing in its first
season as a member of the American
South Conference, is off to a quick start
in the conference.
· "I'm ecstatic. In our first three
conference games we're 3-0," Bergman
said.
In the first game against the Indians,

the Knights broke a 1-1 tie in the third by
scoring two rtms. UCF added six more to
take the game, 9-2, in seven innings.
Jimmy Still gained another win to
move his record to 4-1 by allowing only
two runs on six hits while striking out
five.
Leading the Knights at the plate was
designated hitter, Mike Josephina, who
went3-for-4 with a triple, four RBis, and
a run scored.
Also active at the plate was Chad
Mattola, Kiki Antonini, Ty Lynch, Greg
Castaldo and Damian Torino, who all
went 2-for-4 and scored four of the
_ .
Knights' nine runs.
"We didn't make many mental errors

.

Chartes Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Designated hitter Mike Josephina slides safely into second with a stolen base in-the .,
first inning against Arkansas State. UCF won 8-4.
defensively," Bergman said. "We were
very relaxed, we were also very aggressive
defensively."
The second game was more of the
same with UCF scoring six runs in the
first inning, and adding 13 more on their
way to a 19-5 victory.

RUNNING KNIGHTS WRAP·UP

Leading the batters was second
baseman Ty Lynch, who went 3-for-3 ~
with two triples and four RBis.
Ernest Martinez went 2-for-4 with a
home run and three RBis, while his ~-

see .BASEBALL page 7
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Improvement comes slowly for UCF basketball

- .')

3 conference victories highlights Running
Knight's first year in American South
by Glenn carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

As March Madness rages on for the
top college basketball teams in the NCAA
Division I tournament, UCF Coach Joe
Dean and the Running Knights can only
watch and prepare for wh~t hopes to be
continued improvement for the UCF
basketball program next year.
"We hope to have our first winning
season at the Division I level next season,"
Dean said. "I will be very disappointed if
we don't." The Knights compiled a record oflO- ·
17 this year in their seventh season as a
member of Division I and their first year
as a member of the American South.
UCF won more games with a tougher
schedule than last year and exceeded
expectations in the ASC by winningthree
conference games and avoiding a lastplace finish.
Preseason analysts said any UCF
victory in the 1\SC would be the upset of
the year and picked the Knights to bring
up the rear in conference play.
Highlights of the year include a home
victory over the cross-town rival Rollins
College Tars. Earlier, Rollins defeated
the Running Knights on its home court.
But behind an inspired crowd in the
UCF gym, UCF soundly defeated the
Division II Tars. This year marks the
last of that rivalry as the Knights look to
challenge established Division I
basketball programs in the likes of New
Orleans, SW Louisiana and the rest of

the ASC field.
The Knights also
managed conference
victories over the
University of TexasPan American twice in
a home series and
Lamar once at the UCF
gym.

'Those victories over
Lamar and Rollins
definitely stand out,"
center Ken Leeks said.
"We had the crowd
Mike Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
.behindusandthatmade Although his patience is taxed at times, UCF Coach Joe
thosegamesexcitingand Dean's instructions have improved his team.
fun to play in."
· LeekswillheadthereturneesforUCF
next season. His talents inside and steady
improvement have established Leeks as
a focal point for the program.
Leeks led the Running Knights with
17.7 points per game and 9.9 rebounds. ·
He ranked second in the conference in
scoring average, rebounding average ~d
field-goal percentage.
"Kenny's numbers should continue to
go up next year in his seniorseason' as a
co-captain," Dean said. "He's motivated
and this year was a first-team allconference selection."
Mike Boles, who will return for his
senior season, will be the other co-captain.
Tom Tormohlen and Eddie Hammerberg
will return as juniors.
Sinua Phillips, Denny Hinson, Jarrod

see BASKETBALL page 11

Chartea Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mike Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FreshmanSinua Phillips thrilled UCFfans
with his spirited play,.

Ken Leeks became UCF's first impact
player in the conference.

Earley golfing
runs in Liz's family
..

by Heidi Steiner

she is now, she could be the first
STAFF REPORT!=R
UCF w_omen's golfer to reach
the NCAA finals," Shumaker
Liz Earley and her father said.
have one thingin common: They
"I guess I play good because I
both love golf.
hate to play bad. And when I do
However, unlike her father, play bad, I work really hard to
Earley plans to play professional improve," Earley said.
golf.
Earley, a junior, has played
With a stroke average of golf at UCF for three seasons.
76.63, Liz Earley ranks 32nd in She has competed in eight
the country for women's golfand tournaments this year and has
could easily play in the nationals two tournaments left.
if she keeps up the good playing,
In 6-of-8 tournaments, Earley
according to Coach Mike has placed in the top 15.
Shumaker.
Earley started playing golfat
"If Liz keeps going the way age 10 and wants to end up

:

playing professionally.
"My dad plays golf and I
picked it up from him.," Earley
said.
Earley describes the UCF
team - and herself - as hardworking and determinated.
"These last couple years, I've
really been working hard
because I know I can compete
well in a higher level."
As for UCF, Earley says the
team is" improving and coming
together."
"Coach Shumaker really
motivates the team. He always
wants us to do better."

Earley's biggest influence is
her dad.
"I always want to try and
beat him. Whenever I come
home from -school, we have a
really good battle."
..
Already, Earley has won the
UCF Rotary Golf Classic on
March3 at the Wedgefield
Country Club. She finished with
a 7-over-par 151.
''That win was probably my
best because I played good in
the bad weather and my parents
were there to watch," Earley

see EARLEY page 7
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Irish lass ~ma O'Connell sings 'the gieens'
Husker Du takes a trip down some sentimental alleyways on their New Day Rising album
synths here. In fact, one of the
recording's strengtl:is is its
back-to-basics approach.
O'Connell is a singer, pure
·M,
and simple. She is not the
producer (or even co-producer)
ofthis project; shedoesn'twiite
anymaterialforthe album. She
doesn't try to attain anything
other than what her strengths
allow.
Likewise, she has hired
othercompetentartistsforthe
final product, including twQ of
the world's premier studio
• A Real Life Story
musicians: drummer Jim
Artist: Maura O'Connell
Keltner and guitaristProducer: Greg Penny
keyboardist-composer Dean
Label: Warner Brothers
Parks.
emember Linda
The album's title is dertved
Ronstadt before from the lyrics of "When We
1983, before she Ran," but the real life story is
started hanging out heard as she moves into the
with fossilized band leaders personal aspects of life in "A
and going out with spaced-out Family Tie."
politicians? She was the "softer
This is followed by"Ireland,"
side" of rock, making albums _a song beginning with what
that delivered on power and sounds like a plaintive lullaby
range - both musically and beforeitbreaksintoaraucous
emotionally - without hitting dance.
the listener over the head.
That
"Irish"
sound
Ifyou recall that performer, reappears in "Guns of Love,"
you might want to check ,o µt with accordionist Doug Lacy
Maura O'Connell's second filling in forthe pipers. This is
album, A Real Life Story.
an interesting number in
This I:rish lass has the which the words, concerned
timbre and phrasing that made with the poweroflove, seem to
Ronstadt sound so good back - contradict the martia.l
then. OnARealLife Story. the atmosphere of the song's
listener gets everything melody. ~
O'Connellhastooffer,fromthe
Another standout song is
opening pop-rock vibrancy of "Burning My Rowboat," in
"When Your Heart is Weak" to which O'Connell's voice works
its melancholy closing in
complementary
number, Tom Waits' "Proken counterpoint . to
the
Bicycles."
instrumental music.
And, wonderofwonders, all
Thenthere'sagreatacoustic
the instruments used on this cover of the Lennonalbum are the real thing - no McCartney song "For No On~."

:dl:.U

R

which uses only the dobro of
Jerry Douglas and Parks on
guitar.
O'Connell has managed to
avoid the tr~ditional "sophomore jinx" and here he
presents an album that is
diverse and solid.
A Real Life. Story may be
enjoyed by anyone who
appreciates a steadfast
performance overvociferous or
technical hyperbole. .
-Bill Cushing

HUSKER DU
HUSKE.R DU
HUSKER ·DU
HUSKER DU
HUSKER DU
HUSKER DU
• New Day Rising

Artist: Husker Du

Producer: Unknown
Label: Unknown
eing
that
Jim
Morrison is big-time
media material and is
very much dead, it is
only right that we desecrate the
deceased by presenting a
tape worthy of the public's
attention and better than
"Light My Fire."
Granted, The Doors were
pretty hip for their times. But
like acid, theyareprettypasse.
Dorks being dorks, ecstasy is
considered bitchin' as is pot

B

a-long lyrics,
if you can
understand
them.
"Apologize" is
anAdrenalininducing rush
of a relationship gone bad,
a r e
minus the
pretty hot
"love" sapstuff now.
piness: "Said
The point
I'm sorry, It's
here is that
Morrison 9iiiiiiiiiiiiiiliillliimlllllm•• your turn to
and his addicts (AA wasn't so look me in the eyes." Bob
cool then) did a song "New Day Mould's husky voice carries
Risiilg" ages ago, which Husker this sagacity into the next
Du covered and used for an track.
"Folklore" is a timely song
album title.
New Day Rising is a great for present day America. It
album from this sadly defunct attains constructive spnic
destruction through its
Minneapolis band.
This was my first exposure buzzing guit.a rs, driving beat
to Husker Du. As I borrowed and expressive words
the cassette from a friend, I concerning tl!,e plight of
just kept forgetting to return soldiers.
After a few listens, one may
it. And that was four years
ago. This cassette may have be able to decipher the lyrics.
gone through heck and back, "One thing I know for sure,
but the energy held on the tape heroes always die!" sums up
thesong'sintent, whichismore
is frantic.
Track one is "New Day a blowtothewarmachinethan
Rising." A driving snare and to its participants.
cymbal start this ditty off, as
Ajourney down sentimental
chants of the title come alleyways, Husker Du kicks
against the guitar's wall of one into the high school period
sound. One cai;i't help but of summer vacation in
scream along. Lyrics are "Celebrated . Summer":
lirnitedtothechanting,butthis "They're gettlrig out of school,
song sets an aggressive tone they're getting out of hand!"
for tfle rest of a flawless Oh, to be recklessandyoung
experience.
again. Wait, I'm only 18. This
Guitars cut into "Girl on is quite a beautiful song, in the
Heaven Hill." Grant Hart, vein of their "What ever" from
drummer, is the voice for this Zen Arcade. It's an absolute
song. The melodies of this memory rush, ending on a
entire tape are incredible. touching moment.
Guitarprettymuch dominates
this album, as well as the singSee HUSKER DU page 3
other
"Slmulants
for the
stupid,"
a n 'd ,
likewise,
T h e
Doors
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Bette Midler and Woody Allen star as a happily married couple celebrating their 16th
wedding anniversary in Touchstone Picture's "Scenes From a Mall."

Touchstone's ~Mall' works
By Tom Pryor

celebrating with a typical ritual, shopping at the local mall.
The mall serves as an arena for the two of them to

ick and Deborah
Fifer are a happily
married couple of
the 1990s, they have
two children, two Saabs, two
beepers, a beautiful home and
are celebrating their 16th
wedding anniversary in
"Scenes From A Mall."
The film opens with the
happy couple saying goodbye
to their kids, who are going
away on a holiday ski weekend. The couple then begin ..,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilillS1

N

confess their sins and sort out
the problems in their mars.
riage. Nick (Woody Allen) tells
Deborah (Bette Midler) over
~_,,,,,..
Al~der ONeal •
lunch that he's just ended a
six-month affair with a
i-.c1rrrr·rr........_..•.-.J._..,,.__.1_,,_,,•
• -,. .
younger woman.
This confession changes
the mood of the couple's outing and the film. The news of
St~ven M. Conner
Bridget Clark
Nick's affair takes the couple
Editor
Assistant Editor
into a journey into themselves
Brian Wente
Lloyd Whitehead
Art Director
and into the truth about their
Production Manager
marriage.
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See MALL page 3

Confetti is published once a week by The Central Florida Future. Send
all correspondence to: Confetti c/o The Central Florida Future, P.O.
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I remember listening to this
song during that season,
waiting forchange. Nostalgia.
"Terms of Psychic Warfare"
is one of the better songs
created by man, just a work
of harmony and melody. This
is followed by "59 Times the
Pain." Bob Mould sounds very
painful, so hurt.
The depthofhisvoicemasks
the vocals of this song, but the
drunken feeling sends one
reeling. in this garbled talk.
"Powerline" has Mould
overdubbing himself, but
doesn't quite move one into any
sort of frenzy as the does
following song, "Books on
UFO," a happy-song style that
other bands [like Mission
(y)UK] have not quite attained.
Cymbals shower down upon
the piano and Grant Hart
showboating his vocal range
in this story of a girl obsessed
by planets. A sense ofinnocent
love can be found in Hart's
unselfish declaration: 'Tm

.- MALL
from page 2
The plot thickens ' when
Deborah also confesses to
having an affair. The couple,
... while shopping, eating and
going to the movies, discovers that their age and sue, cess are creating problems
for their marriage.
Woody
Allen's per-~- formance
(in his first
non-directh ·
ing role) . as
the tense
neurotic
sports lawyer is quite
convincing.
Bette Midler
is also believable as
the successful psychologist
and author of a bestselling
book on marriage.
What really makes the film
.,. work is the chemistry ofAllen/
Midler and the direction of
'j

gonna find a new planet and
name it right after her...
"I don't know what you're
talking about" resumes the
hard-core rawness of this
band. The meaning is vague
anger-filled alcoholism!
Punkfansrejoice! Listen to
the furious noise of "Plans I
Make, .. with Mould screaming
and wailing for others to "make
plans." Ifs simple, good rock
'n' roll, with lightning guitars
and thundering drums
keeping things aggressive.
Ifonly Husker Du could come
back together and play live. My .,
body would be the first flailing "'
through the air. Hopefully
someone would catch me.
You've probably seen The
Doors' movie. You've probably
seen Jim Morrison too many
times and think The Doors
were lame. Oh well, Husker Du
is a band that deseives more
attention than that stoned
hippy is receiving. Pickup New_
Day Rising af any store that
carries quality music. You
.won't be disappointed.
Paramount Pictures
The cost and crew of the Stqrship Enterprise will be coming bock for the production of
-Anthony Torres Paramount Pictures' 'Star Trek' 6, an epic yet to be fully titled.
Paul Mazursky.
The chemistry between
Nick and Deborah is quite
funny, whether they are happily married or bitterly fighting over their affairs.
Paul Mazursky effectively
creates the look and feel of a
day at the mall. The use of
mimes, mall shows and rappers
serves as an interesting contrast
to action taking place between the

-Paramouitt announces 'StarTrek' 6
The Real Final Voyage ·

with the strangely named child ·year. Nicholas Kazan ("Reversal
According to · Paramount star, iS. still in the Top 10 box of Fortune..) wrote the scrtpt.
Pictures, the as-yet-untitled office draws. In l 7weeks, "Alone" la' The Monroe Complex
sixth installment of the "Star _has pulled in an amazing $245+
Have you checked out the
Trek"fihnserleswill beginfilming million.
blondlockedchameleon'slayout sometime this spring. The fyll w Young "Tominy" GWls
in the latest is.sue ofVanity Fair.
cast will-return for this final(?)
Add another one to the score The "pin-up portfolio" is an
voyage. Nicholas Meyer ("Star of mob flicks that the '90s have homage to Norma Jean. The
Trek II: The Wrath of Khan") will churned out. "Mobsters," photos are extremely weil done,
starring Patrick Dempsey. but the photo on Page 162 is the ,
direct.
a- $245 Million Home
Christian Slater and Richard
"~omeAlone, "thatmega-fihn Grieco, will be released later this
See ET CETERA page 4
la'
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ters.

·
"Scenes
FromAMall"
is an interesting commentary on
married life in
the '90s. At
first, Nick
and Deborah
seem like they have the perfect
marriage, but, as the audience
gets further into the film. the
audience soon learns there is
more to this marriage than what
meets the eye.

Getting MARRIED with just an org~n?
Add some musical notes to your wedding!

•

IN A CITY IDRN APART BY INJUSTICE
ffiEY BROKE EVERY RULE ID FIGHT
FOR WHAT WAS RIGHT.
•

String Sensations

"POWERFUL, HONEST AND REAL!

Sissy Spacek is excellent. Whoopi Goldberg plays her part with
strength and quiet dignity. A fine film!"
-Jotl Siegel, GOOD MORNING AMERICA

"TWO THUMBS UP·! ~
Wonderful performances
by Sissy Spacek and
Whoopi Goldberg!'
-SISKEL & EBERT

"****!

Sissy Spacek and Whoopi
Goldberg give rock-solid
performances!'
-Kathleen Carroll, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

Classical Quartet
(Flute - Oboe - Cello - Keyb~ard)
Plan ahead and add a touch of class to your wedding ·,
and reception or your company banquet. .. any special event. We offer a well balanced assortment of colorful
classicaJ music.

FREE 1/2 HOUR
WITH ONE OR MORE HOURS
SCHEDULED BEFORE APRIL 15, 1991

$$ Lowest
STARTS
FRIDAY
MARCH 22

3

IJCTBIJlll11515

FLORIDA MALL
llORTHEASf PARKING LOI

851·8797

P~ice

in Central Florida $$

Call Randy Fisher, 407-894-5951, for more details.
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The Ice man: one-hit wonder with a string of hits
Rap singer Vanilla Ice more than this man can take
by Nick Conte

've sat here and patiently kept my mouth their instruments. OK, I know Johnny Rotten
shut for too long. At first, I thought him to was goofy, but at least he wrote his own songs.
be a fluke, a one-hit wonder with no way of He did not have to borrow a sample from Iggy
lasting two weeks on the charts. But I kept Pop to write "Anarchy in the U.K."
Let's cut the bull. Vanilla Ice is nothing more
turning on my television and he'd be there,
dancing like an epileptic to a "sample" from a than a media creation. He was invented so white
kids would bµy rap albums to
great Queen/David Bowie song.
make themselves feel like they
Let's face some facts people,
were tough ghetto kids. The
Vanilla Ice has got to go!
real crime is Vanilla Ice, with
Maybe it's his stupid, fake
his phoney skyrocketing
ghetto-boy image, maybe it's his
"He's being
success, is taking money away
lack of vocal range, maybe it's
touted as the
from talented rap artists like
his limited talent. Whatever the
Public Enemy and L.L Cool J.
appeal, this *'entertainer" has is
Elvis of rap."
lost on me.
Someone like Chuck D.
(writer/rapper for Public
Sure, he doesn't suffer from
-David
Enemy) could lose money
"white man's disease" when he's
Handelman,
dancing, but big deal. I've seen
because parents and kids will
guys at dance clubs who have as
waste their money on Vanilla
Rolling Stone
much grace and style as the Ice
Ice products instead. Chuck D.
magazine
man does. The difference is
is writing some of the most
they're not making millions of
honest, Gonzo lyrics in rap
dollars for displaying mediocre
today.
talent.
·
I just hope everyone wi.11 not "play that funky
Is dancing to a pre-recorded song in which music" by Ice baby, and look at him for what he
you lip-sync considered a talent these days? is - a human Tinker Toy with a rad haircut. If
People may have hated the Sex Pistols, but at you don't like this article, I only have one thing
least they figured out how to play two chords on to say: "Yo, kiss my white butt."

I

SBK Records

Vanilla Ice will make his film debut tomorrow in
"The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II."

of Black-Watch. depicted the organization as having a family viewpoint
frompage 1
acros-s the board. .
"We also try to become like family
with the other chapters before venBlack Watch is one the many up- turing out and helping others. Respect
rising organizations that promote also plays a big role in the movement.
afrocentricity in African Americans.
"Members must learn that respect
Sonny Carson. a civil rights activ- is 360 degrees, members must learn
ist who formally worked with organi- to respect those who have been where
zations such as CORE and the Ur- they are now going as well as those
ban League. founded the Black Watch who have not yet reached where the
organization.
members have been."
Rasheev, a key coordinator of Black
Ebony explained that the organiWatch. describes the organization as zation does not have any specific
"a grass roots organization to help plans, but is ready at a moment's
out with any of the problems facing notice if a crisis should arise.
African Americans in today's society.
Recently, Black Watch has gained
We help out with physical or psycho- national recognition through the mulogical assistance, whatever is sic of X-Clan.
deemed necessary."
The Overseer of XEbony. the keyholdClan. is Professor X
er of the organization.
(Lumumba Carson).
explained that Black
the son of Sonny
Watch
encourages
Carson.
youth to take destiny
Themusic oftheXinto their own hands. Clan is thought of as a
This supports the orvehicle for spreading
ganization's concept of
the message of the
self-growth.
Black Watch moveUnlike many orgament. The message in
nizations that promote
the music is the most
afrocentricity. Black
important: however,
Watch does not require
the quality of the mudaily reading and memorization of sic runs a close second. ·
rules.
Ebony requested that I close with
Black Watch en~ourages members these words: "Peace and love; vanto learn through self growth and ex- glorious; this is protected by the red,
amination of oneself. Pam, a member the black and the green."

WATCH

4th and BroodWay Records

From Left: Professor X, Tractitioner Paradise, Funkin-Lesson Brother J
and Sugar Shaft of X-Clan.

by Sabrina Covington

~ ~_EAT ~THE ,uiGH cos~ .O F AUTO INSU~ANCE!!!

Q>

185 S. Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32807
Hours:

E

•

only one of the lot to actually
"look" like Miss Monroe. Way to
go Mr. Meisel and Madonna.

~~~~~~~~~~

Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 6:00
Saturday 10:00 to 3:00

ETCETERA

from page 3

Have you had a ticket or accldenl and worried that your auto
insurance company will cancel you? Here at Azalea Auto
Insurance your problems are solved. We represent more than
15 companies that want lo write your auto Insurance and don't
feel that tickets and accidents are bad words.
With the new Florida law requiring 10,000 property damage
llablllty and 10,000 PIP our rates start at $204.00 per yeac and
as low as $50.00 down. We also _can provide you_ wilh
- comprehensive and colllslon coverage that the bank .requires
If vour auto Is financed.

Call Today

273-6961

EXPRESSWAY

For All Your ln::.ur<1nce Needs Call:

Azalea Auto Insurance at 273-6961

.,

The Paisley Palace

The somewhat dormant •
Prince-helmed label, Paisley
Park. has recently turned out a
product byrapperT. C. Ellis and ,.,
saxophonistErtcLeeds. The Ellis
video recently played on the
ArsenioHailproduced "'TheParty
Machine"toaratherenthus:iastic •
crowd. PaisleyPark'smost recent
success has been Tevin
Crunpbell's "Round and Round." •

•

